


including many already serving under President Barack Obama. And while this close election could have

gone either way, popular agitation for “change” was a decisive factor in electing a challenger who brashly

elbowed aside not only the incumbent party, but the Republican establishment as well.

Time will tell if Trump — reviled during the campaign by partisans in both parties — chooses to pursue a

“post-partisan” agenda defined less by ideology or fealty to special interest dogmas than by whether a policy

will produce results and move the country forward. That would indeed represent change in Washington.

Could the divisive tactics that brought success in the campaign ironically enable the new president to

embrace bold, unifying approaches that neither party could have realistically proposed?

Democrats are reacting to the surprise and disappointment of their loss with a mix of grace and anger.

Republicans need to reflect as well. The George W. Bush administration, in which I served, did many good

things, but allowed one cabinet department to mishandle the Iraq intervention, with catastrophic

consequences. In neither Iraq nor Afghanistan did the administration pursue achievable objectives

decisively once the regimes in Kabul and Baghdad were deposed. War spending and longterm commitments

to soldiers and their families spiked, and the national debt increased rapidly. As the nation went to the polls

in 2008, the devastating financial crisis had struck. Balanced historical verdicts on the 43rd presidency will

not overlook these facts.

Having lost the White House in 2008, many Republicans in and out of Congress directed their energies and

invective at the Obama presidency. While this may have won seats in midterm elections, it positioned

leading Republicans, unwittingly of course, in essentially the same camp as the most dangerous and violent

enemies of the United States. Blocking any legislation supported by the nation’s highest elected official,

turning their rhetoric inward against the commander-in-chief of the armed forces, in wartime no less, and

then seeking in issue after issue to curb executive power, may have seemed perfectly normal to some in the

GOP. But from the perspective of hegemons, dictators, terrorists, crime bosses, and warlords around the

world, a weak presidency, internecine beltway jockeying, and Washington gridlock suited them just fine.

This tough verdict about some in the Republican party in no way excuses the Democrats from responsibility

for the perception shared by many average Americans that the country is not on a winning trajectory in the

world. Trump’s lack of experience with war and peace issues preempted any critical assessment of

Democratic foreign policy stewardship.

As adversaries and allies alike watched a humanitarian intervention in Libya morph into the destruction of

the Libyan state; as they saw a confused and shifting response to the peaceful popular uprising in Egypt by a

younger generation demanding better governance; as they puzzled at Washington’s initially passive reaction

to the Houthi takeover in Sana’a, Yemen, soon followed by the panicked evacuation of the U.S. and

European embassies and a descent to war; and as they watched Obama threaten the use of force in Syria

and then withdraw it entirely, leaving the Syrian crisis to spin out of control, some lasting consequences



were set in motion.

We will never know whether Russian President Vladimir Putin would have introduced Russian forces into

Syria, in alliance with Iran’s regime, and undermined the international effort to effect a transition of Syrian

President Bashar al-Assad from power, had Russia faced a more resolute Western response to its territorial

grab of Crimea in Ukraine. We will never know whether Iran might have truly given up its nuclear program

at the P5+1 negotiating table had judicious U.S. military power been used to enforce political demands for a

halt to the Assad regime’s destruction of much of Syria. Nor will we know if the politics of East Asia would

be equivocating in deference to Chinese power had the U.S. more clearly and resolutely opposed the

excessive territorial air and sea claims advanced by Beijing along the so-called nine-dash line.

What we do know is that Russia has moved missiles into Kaliningrad, on the Baltic Sea, and is making

nuclear threats that could challenge NATO’s ability to assure security and independence of the Baltic

countries. We know that even though the Hague special tribunal ruled against China’s territorial claims,

there has been no meaningful Western response to China’s construction of landfill islands with airfields and

other military emplacements threatening a vital maritime area — and now the president of the Philippines

talks of a strategic shift toward China after over 100 years of partnership with the United States, including a

treaty alliance. We — and more significantly, our Asian allies — know that the signature geopolitical

initiative in Asia by a Democratic president, the Trans-Pacific Partnership, was jettisoned by the party itself

during the 2016 campaign.

We know that Iran will become, for the first time, a legally recognized nuclear power with no constraints

once the provisions of the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action are carried out. And we know that four

million Syrians have been displaced from their homes, most under attack or threat by the Assad regime,

with many fleeing to Europe and contributing the destabilization of European politics. In foreign as well as

domestic affairs, this was indeed a change election. “We never win anymore” resonated.

Trump walked in to the American political process a complete outsider, and repeatedly outpolled all

contenders. He will take office in January as the head of state and government. Imagine what message that

sends to the vast majority of internet-connected citizens across China and Iran, where real competition for

power is banned while political dissidents are jailed and even executed, or in Russia, where more deceptive

methods ensure a similar fate for any who would challenge the ruling clique.

Far from embracing his status as proof of America’s truly open democratic process, however, candidate

Trump extended his critique of the status quo to the foundations of international security on which

American influence has long rested. On the left and the right in Washington, political figures and policy

veterans very publicly warned against the Trump candidacy; yet he won. For many centrist Republicans

eager to serve yet dedicated to revitalizing American-led alliance cooperation, mediating conflict, deterring

aggression, managing extremism, upholding international norms and restoring international stability,
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